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Acronyms

PSC Poverty Score Card

LDT Livestock development Training 

EDT Enterprise Development Training 

FDO Farmers Development Organization

PPAF Pakistan Poverty Alleviation fund

UC Union Council

BDP Business Development Plan

FPt Food preservation Training

CIG Common Interest Group

CG Community Group

LIP Livelihood Investment Plan

SLED Sustainable Livelihood Enhancement & Diversification

LEP Livelihood Enhancement and Protection

BDP Business Development Plan
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Executive Summary:

Farmers Development Organization (FDO) was established in 1996 as a non-profit and non-

governmental public interest organization. It was registered in May, 1998 with Social Welfare 

Department under "Voluntary Social Welfare Agencies, Registration & Control Ordinance 

1961.”

Sustainable Livelihood Enhancement & Diversification (SLED) is one of the optimum thematic 

areas Farmers Development Organization (FDO) engages all its resources in order to devise and 

implement the pragmatic and effective implementation strategies to bring about a visible 

change in the lives of its community. Over the past decades, FDO has carried out several 

projects to strengthen the ultra poor communities and to uplift the living standards of the most 

vulnerable and the disadvantaged by incorporating market demand driven trainings and asset 

transfer project activities. Such interventions have not only proven in a way to open new 

horizons but also paved ways for the disadvantaged to take advantage by grabbing 

opportunities which were never in access to these vulnerable communities. Livelihood 

Enhancement & Protection (LEP Core) project is amongst those successful project line where

FDO works tirelessly to promote transparency and new avenues in order to increase income 

generation possibilities of its project beneficiaries. FDO successfully completed in collaboration 

with Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund (LEED Group) PPAF. Throughout the project 18, 000 

persons both male and female were benefitted as the beneficiary of the project. 2,063 trainings 

were organized that included technical ,vocational, mechanical, dress making, food 

preservation , livestock management, kitchen gardening so on and so forth. 506 businesses 

were incubated preceded by Enterprise Development Trainings. These businesses include 

Grocery Shop, Poultry Shop, Tailor, Welder, Carpenters, Livestock, Barber, Adda work, 

embroidery and several other businesses that mainly focus on increased income generation 

motives of the community. Formation of the CIG remains the corner stone where likeminded 

beneficiaries who got same enterprises work together as an enterprise in order to gain profit 

margin by selling their products in the markets. 

LEP Core was implemented in three union councils

- Binda Sandela in District Multan; 
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- Thatha Gurmani in District Muzaffar Garh

- Dogar Klasra in District Muzaffar Garh. 

LEP Core - during the years 2011-2013 has achieved following milestones 

 18,000 beneficiaries were entitled as direct and indirect project beneficiaries 

 2,063 households were trained with enterprise development, livestock management 

and technical and non technical trainings 

 506 households were established with several business incubations (livestock, 

enterprises, etc)

 33 Common interest groups (CIG) were constituted

 3,498 Poverty Scores Cards were filled and evaluated 

 1271 Livelihood investment plans (LIP) were developed

 40 linkages building activities were successfully executed

 ‘SEEP’ a CIG emerged as a business enterprise with potential future prospects

Objectives:

 To develop the capacity, opportunities, assets and productivity of community members to 

reduce their vulnerability to shocks.

 To strengthen and ensure the sustainability of business operations of targeted communities.

Methodology:

FDO adopted the methodology of social mobilization to achieve the above mentioned 

objectives with the conduction of poverty score card survey in the said 57 targeted villages in 

three union councils of both district. A democratic and inclusive community organizations were 

formed in all those villages with an effective representation from the most vulnerable segments

of society e.g. poor of the poorest, Vulnerable poor, widows, tenants, elderly people. For this 

purpose FDO team started to fill Poverty Score Cards in all villages so that identified poor to 

poorest and started worked with community (1-18) score after PSC filling team verified these 
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score by CO members. Total 3,498 PSC were filled.  

Livelihood investment plan was formed in which they 

decided what they want to plan for their future. Total 

1271 LIP were filled. After this activity beneficiaries 

were identified for different trainings.

Activities and Achievements of the Project:

The objectives of the project were achieved through a set of activities; we are enlisting major 

activities which were further divided into small activities:

- Baseline Survey / Poverty Score Card 

- Wealth Ranking for beneficiary selection

- Livelihood Improvement Plans preparation

- Need Based trainings to the Beneficiaries & giving stipend to the ultra poors

- Enterprise Development training

- Kitchen gardening

- Common Interest groups formation and training

- Food preservation

- Driving training

- Computer training

- Advance stitching and employability

- Adda work training

- Auto cade

- Auto mechanic

- Dress making

- Fiber optical

- Grander operator

- PLC Telecommunication

- Welding training
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- Linkages building of CIGs

- Assets transfer to the Ultra & Vulnerable beneficiaries.

- Development of LIP

- Livelihood trainings

- Wages compensation to ultra poor

- CIG Formation 

- Linkages of CIG

- CIG training

- Livestock development training
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Baseline Survey / Poverty Score Card: 

FDO team conducted the PSC survey based on a House Hold by going door to door along with 

100 % tagging the doors in targeted villages of three 

After the PSC survey, the FDO team conducted the wealth ranking survey through community 

and comprised the result of PSCs and wealth ranking. People not falling in targeted ranking 

were shared with the community for verification of their assets and 

Community verified all the beneficiaries of that village through the resolution.  Through the 

wealth ranking survey and PSC survey FDO team got the list of 1

categories of Ultra poor, Vulnerable Poor and only poor.  Community verified those

according to their ranking. 

After survey beneficiaries for different trainings were identified and then beneficiaries were 

selected by wealth ranking.  FDO team conducted meetings 

they planned their future. So approximately 1

Investment plan, in which they planned what they want to 

the beneficiaries were arranged & giving stipend to the ultra 

Ultra 
Poor = 

282

Poor =65

40%

Wealth Ranking
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Baseline Survey / Poverty Score Card: 

FDO team conducted the PSC survey based on a House Hold by going door to door along with 

100 % tagging the doors in targeted villages of three Union Councils and total 3498 PSC filled.

team conducted the wealth ranking survey through community 

and comprised the result of PSCs and wealth ranking. People not falling in targeted ranking 

were shared with the community for verification of their assets and also shared 

ed all the beneficiaries of that village through the resolution.  Through the 

wealth ranking survey and PSC survey FDO team got the list of 1271 beneficiaries falling in the 

categories of Ultra poor, Vulnerable Poor and only poor.  Community verified those

After survey beneficiaries for different trainings were identified and then beneficiaries were 

.  FDO team conducted meetings with communities and shared that 

approximately 1271 community members planned their livelihood 

Investment plan, in which they planned what they want to do in future. Need Based trainings to 

the beneficiaries were arranged & giving stipend to the ultra poor’s.
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FDO team conducted the PSC survey based on a House Hold by going door to door along with 

and total 3498 PSC filled.

team conducted the wealth ranking survey through community 

and comprised the result of PSCs and wealth ranking. People not falling in targeted ranking 

also shared reason.  

ed all the beneficiaries of that village through the resolution.  Through the 

beneficiaries falling in the 

categories of Ultra poor, Vulnerable Poor and only poor.  Community verified those people 

After survey beneficiaries for different trainings were identified and then beneficiaries were 

with communities and shared that 

community members planned their livelihood 

Need Based trainings to 

3498

Total 
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Development of Livelihood Invest plans:

Livelihood Invest plans of 1271(Men=852, Women= 419)

through PSC survey and Wealth Ranking survey were Prepared through assessment and 

verification through community of their assets, income and expenditures along with resources 

available and required to fulfil his/her dream.  According 

to their needs, recommendations were also given from 

FDO LEP team for trainings and for assets to improve 

their sustainable livelihoods.

FDO team went door to door to prepare L.I.Ps of all 

those beneficiaries to guide and motivate them for the 

early improvement and expansion

after the flood

                                       

Participation of females in L.I.Ps was also 

which were widows, divorced, and separated or due 

to any reason dependent upon others
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Livelihood Invest plans:

1271(Men=852, Women= 419) screened out House Hold 

through PSC survey and Wealth Ranking survey were Prepared through assessment and 

verification through community of their assets, income and expenditures along with resources 

available and required to fulfil his/her dream.  According 

mendations were also given from 

FDO LEP team for trainings and for assets to improve 

FDO team went door to door to prepare L.I.Ps of all 

those beneficiaries to guide and motivate them for the 

early improvement and expansion in their livelihoods 

                                       

of females in L.I.Ps was also preferred

which were widows, divorced, and separated or due 

upon others.                   
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Figure 1: Livelihood Investment plan
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Enterprise Development Training:

Objectives:

 To improve the quality of life and empowerment of Vulnerable families by ensuring 

better mobility, capacity building through that training.

 To create the economic and social opportunities through Enterprise Development

Training.

 To empower the People with the help of their own business and to develop their self 

confidence.

 To empower the entrepreneurs for 

maintaining the records of their businesses 

and to make it sustainable after its 

incubation.

Methodology:

The methodology of the training was participatory, 

Demonstration ,Group work discussions, role play, 

brain storming and self reflection were used in a majority of exercises to encourage to 

experience, understand and contribute towards individual as well as collective training. 654 

EDTs (Men=415, Women= 239) were conducted

for all selected beneficiaries.

The main purpose of training conducting was;

- To remove the myth of poverty a story 

was shared with the participants to 

make them realize that poverty is 

nothing but it is seemed within one self.

- In the session of competencies 

participants realized that how 

competencies are important in our business as well as our lives. Participants were 

very excited and energetic in all activities, group works, and games.
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- A story of Mr. Rehan was shared with participants; i

like the story and most of the people remarked that we faced loss lot of time 

because we start business without feasibility and we feeling when we listening this 

story that is mirror image of us now we got the reasons why our businesses goes 

failed.

Figure 

Formation of Common Interest Groups/Community Groups:

After the Enterprise Development, FDO team initiate the formation of 

ranking in ultra poor and vulnerable poor containing 

having same interest in their businesses and gathered for the combined problem resolution and 

for the expansion of their small businesses.  These groups were formed with the participatory 

approach.  Each group selected their Pr

amongst the community and other stakeholders.

In training there were make some principals to maintain the discipline and also told them the 

purpose of this training.

 Trainer told them the difference be

them the points of CIG’s

 Trainer told them about the future dream and purposes, and also them tact’s 

how they can make real their dreams.
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A story of Mr. Rehan was shared with participants; in the session of fea

and most of the people remarked that we faced loss lot of time 

because we start business without feasibility and we feeling when we listening this 

story that is mirror image of us now we got the reasons why our businesses goes 

Figure 2: Enterprise Development Training

Formation of Common Interest Groups/Community Groups:

After the Enterprise Development, FDO team initiate the formation of 33

ranking in ultra poor and vulnerable poor containing twelve to fifteen members in each group 

having same interest in their businesses and gathered for the combined problem resolution and 

for the expansion of their small businesses.  These groups were formed with the participatory 

approach.  Each group selected their President and General Secretary to represent their group 

amongst the community and other stakeholders.

In training there were make some principals to maintain the discipline and also told them the 

told them the difference between CIG’s and organization and also told 

them the points of CIG’s

rainer told them about the future dream and purposes, and also them tact’s 

how they can make real their dreams.
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n the session of feasibility they 

and most of the people remarked that we faced loss lot of time 

because we start business without feasibility and we feeling when we listening this 

story that is mirror image of us now we got the reasons why our businesses goes 

intensive C.I.Gs 

members in each group 

having same interest in their businesses and gathered for the combined problem resolution and 

for the expansion of their small businesses.  These groups were formed with the participatory 

esident and General Secretary to represent their group 

In training there were make some principals to maintain the discipline and also told them the 

tween CIG’s and organization and also told 

rainer told them about the future dream and purposes, and also them tact’s 
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 The trainer told them how can they make their CIG’s ideal, and they can make 

good recognition of their CIG’s.

 They also told them about the organizational structure. And also told the 

responsibilities and effective leadership, so that they can lead in a better way 

their CIG’s 

 At the last day they know about the linkages, that how can they make linkages 

and increase these linkages.

 They also known about action plan, business strategy keep the record the work 

of common interest group, its importunacy and knowing.

 They are also known about the CIG’ record and checking, that how can they 

maintain the record of their CIG’s.

 They also know about the advertisement of their CIG’s and how can they make 

future plan and action plan.

C.I.G register was developed containing the complete information about each member e.g, PSC 

result, registration of member in that organization through resolution, bank account, saving 

detail and linkages etc.  The copies of their collected data by FDO team were provided to each 

member in shape of a binding file. This file contains the following documents:

 Summary of beneficiary Detail

 Poverty Score Card Number

 Village Profile

 Livelihood Investment Plan Number

 Business Development Plan

 CNIC #, Designation, Contact #

 Meeting record

 Remarks if any

Note: These files were provided to all the beneficiaries who were awarded with assets or 
Livelihood Support.
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Procurement of Assets and Business Incubation:

Procurement Procedure:

At the end of the participants developed their business development plans, to make the 

procurement procedure of productive assets very transparent, FDO adopted the methodology 

to achieve its objectives. FDO team formed the procurement committees as representatives of 

the Cos to whom all community of village trusts.  

These committees were formed through the participatory approach of community and FDO 

team.  Two representatives of each CO were selected for the transparency of procurement of 

productive assets.  These committees went to the market along with the procurement officer of 

FDO for quotation collection and participated in making the complete case for making request 

to finance unit for funds against purchasing of those assets for right holders.  FDO transferred 

the funds in CO’s accounts for purchasing of 

productive assets.  Cos were fully involved to provide 

the procurement of assets for right holders of their 

villages.  The purpose of FDO behind this is that the 

Cos can become strengthening and have the capacity 

to resolve their combined problems.

Business Incubation:

The procurement committees were finalized in a 

management meeting for business incubation which includes representative from each 
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community organization, from FDO program and from admin sections to make the 

procurement process transparent and economical. The procedures for the procurement 

committee were defined and after completion of business development plan, procurement 

committee started to procure business kits for the participants. They visited markets in Kot 

Addu and Multan for procurement, identified the required material for each business from 

business plan and prepared the kits for each individual business. These kits were supplied to the 

premises of respective business and with proper visibility and marketing tools (banners and 

visiting cards) implementation, these businesses were started.

Kitchen gardening & Poultry Management:

315 Kitchen gardening and Poultry Management session were conducted with community 

members (Men=113, Women=202) in which following Importance points were discussed,

 Availability of free vegetable in kitchen gardening.

 Availability of vegetable free from pesticide.

 Hatching of eggs

 Importance of vegetables keeping in view of vitamins and minerals for health.

 Importance of poultry meat and eggs

 Factor which affect on growth and production

 Early care of eggs

 Early care of chicks

 Vaccination schedule of new disease (Rani Khait)

 Replacement of non descriptive breed (FAYOMI BREED) to get maximum production

In these sessions participants showed interest to getting free of cost seed kits of vegetables, 

pesticide and dirty water. Women showed interest in poultry discussion and requested to 

repeat such lectures again. Along this Female participants face difficulties in attending meeting 

to spare time from their household work and in severe environment.
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Food preservation:

Training program was executed to improve livelihood of a selected community groups of both 

genders from under developed and poor slums. The key training element was developing skills 

in food processing and preservation. Whole

covered in three days time frame. Being a promising food business with exceptionally good 

profit margins, training program was comprehensively reviewed for its objectives and possible 

outcomes.  Awareness was created among participants regarding food ingredients (fruits, 

preservatives, thickeners, coloring and flavor compound), equipments and home scale 

machinery being used in fruit processing and bakery. 

Practical demonstrations were given to the participants on food preparation (pulp, syrups, 

squashes, and jam and bakery goods). Participants were practically involved in all training 

operations and continuous feedback was taken throughout the training prog
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Training program was executed to improve livelihood of a selected community groups of both 

genders from under developed and poor slums. The key training element was developing skills 

in food processing and preservation. Whole training program and associated activities were 

covered in three days time frame. Being a promising food business with exceptionally good 

profit margins, training program was comprehensively reviewed for its objectives and possible 

s created among participants regarding food ingredients (fruits, 

preservatives, thickeners, coloring and flavor compound), equipments and home scale 

machinery being used in fruit processing and bakery. 

Practical demonstrations were given to the participants on food preparation (pulp, syrups, 

squashes, and jam and bakery goods). Participants were practically involved in all training 

operations and continuous feedback was taken throughout the training program as a strategy 

Men Women Total
113 202 315
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Training program was executed to improve livelihood of a selected community groups of both 

genders from under developed and poor slums. The key training element was developing skills 

training program and associated activities were 

covered in three days time frame. Being a promising food business with exceptionally good 

profit margins, training program was comprehensively reviewed for its objectives and possible 

s created among participants regarding food ingredients (fruits, 

preservatives, thickeners, coloring and flavor compound), equipments and home scale 

Practical demonstrations were given to the participants on food preparation (pulp, syrups, 

squashes, and jam and bakery goods). Participants were practically involved in all training 

ram as a strategy 
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to evaluate its effectiveness. Training program was wrapped up on 10thth February with very 

positive and encouraging feedback from trainees. A brief concluding question answer session 

with participants revealed that training program has successfully raised their knowledge and 

skills in home scale food processing. Strong motivations were recorded among trainees on 

adopting acquired skills as a business to raise their livelihood.

Training material comprising of comprehensive manual in Urdu and recipe charts were 

distributed among participants. Participants were briefly introduced with the training module 

and its objectives. Importance of home scale fruits processing and preservation and its role in 

raising livelihood standard was briefed. 

Tomato pulp and apple jam recipes were distributed among participants, methodology for 

processing both products were briefed to the participants. Tomato pulp and apple pulp were 

prepared with continuous involvement of participants. Apple pulp procured from previous day 

work was processed for preparation of apple jam. Key recipes of apple jam, orange squashes, 

elaichi and almond syrups were distributed among the participants. Apple jam, orange 

squashes, elaichi syrup was prepared by continuous involvement of trainees. Functional 

properties of all ingredients and their effects in food products were briefed to the participants.

Very encouraging feedback revealing successful accomplishment of training program was 

sought from trainees. Conclusive comments of participants reflected a motivation to adopt 

food processing as a home scale business in coming future.

Crash Course on Product Development /Advance stitching and employability:

01 Month “Crash Course on product development and Innovation was conducted in Multan in 

which 27 female trained. This training is the major component of “Livelihood Enhancement and 

Protection” project being implemented in Multan. The purpose of the project is to contribute 

towards eradicating extreme poverty and hunger by enhancing the capacity of the communities 

to improve their livelihood. This training will introduce already skilled women (embroidery, 

stitching) to the concept of product development and innovation.

The objectives of the proposed training are to:

- To develop the capacity of women regarding designing new products by integrating 

the skill mix they already have.

- Develop the products which have greater appeal for the market.
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In training detail training module were prepared. Training program for selected candidates was 

delivered.

Advance Stitching & Employability:

One month training on “ Advance Stitching & Employability” conducted at Mughees Textiles 

which were supported by FDO and Funded by PPAF under the project of  Livelihood 

Enhancement & Diversification. In that training, trained those female who lived in a rural and 

poor community union Council Binda Sandeela, Multan. Basic objective of that training is that 

to train them in advance stitching and to give them opportunity through job placement in 

Mughees textiles.

In that training, 27 female were trained. But in 27 female, found 18 female who were fully 

trained in this training. It was such a great opportunity for such kind of those female who have 

many skills but they don’t know that how they utilize their skills.

Scope of Skill Training on Garments Stitching 

Dress Making/boutique/Clothes is a category of textile garments that includes the garments 

specifically to be worn in the routine environment and on special events. In the local market, 

the term garments/dress includes a broad range of categories like routine clothing, fashion 

clothing, uniforms, as well as pants, shirts etc. In the current scenario, females specially focus to 

learn the skill of dress making but they couldn’t get modern skill so that they can earn more to 

run their households. 

Scope of dress making skill training and business isn’t hidden from any one now a days.  If a 

person gets the said skill and start his/her business or get employability, on building his/her 
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linkages in local or national market he/she earn a handsome amount as income to run his/her 

household. 

Adda work training:

FDO is rendering its LEP interventions in 

collaboration with PPAF in one union council of tehsil 

Boson Town, Multan District U/C Binda Sandeela of 

Multan District are the fore identified UC in which 

LEP Project is going on. Under this project target 

communities have been capacities in entrepreneurial 

and different vocational skills by which they can be 

able to engage in earning decent livelihood. Hand Embroidery Training Center is the assessed 

need in the area of Union Council Binda Sandeela, district Multan.  Due to the old culture values 

of the vicinity, People feel bad to send their women/girls at any vocational center situated out 

of their area so it is great need to establish a vocational training center where mobilized and 

interested women/girls can equipped with hand embroidery skill in smoke free environment.

Resulting of Training Need Assessment (TNA), Basti Tibbi wala has been identified for 

establishing Mobile Vocational Training Center for Hand Embroidery Skills. This Basti situated in 

R. Village of Binda Sandeela which comes under UC Binda Sandeela District Multan. Basti Tibbi 

Wala is situated at distance of 15(K.M) from Multan city.

During the need identification process, team tried their best to mobilize the community to take 

admission in valid skill training center in Multan but due to cultural constrains interested female 

got bound and gently refuse to avail this great opportunity but community people suggested 

that a mobile vocational center for Hand Embroidery skill can be established in the area to skill 

the interested women. A dialogue was conducted with community about mobile vocational 

center thoroughly and discussed all necessary matters related to vocational center. 

Responsibilities were shared among them and written resolution from the community after 

compiling mutual understanding.

This training has been started from the month of April to July 2013. And 25 students of this 

centre are very much interesting to learn all skills which are more important for them. Firstly, 
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Trainer starts to introduce the students that what is handmade embroidery, its importance, 

types and scope of handmade embroidery now a day? After that he told them that practically 

installation of Adda frame. It was more important that all these points knew by students. After 

that, Master Trainer of adda work introduces with all students that what What is Arri Work 

(Instrument) and its application in Hand Embroidery Work? All the students are very happy 

about this centre, because they felt encouraging.

Our basic objective is that Local Hired Trainer has the professional expertise in hand 

embroidery skill and has its own running set up. He is also enriching in making embroidery on 

Lehnga and wedding dresses.

In the month of May, Trainer start to introduce with all students that how to Install of Lehnga 

Adda Frame, Lehnga Printing work on Adda Frame, Needle exercise on Lehnga Adda Frame, Arri 

Work (Instrument) on Lehnga Adda Frame, Beads Work & Exercise on Lehnga Adda Frame, 

Chain Work & Exercise on Lehnga Adda Frame, Installation of Fraak Adda Frame, Printing Work 

on Fraak Adda Frame, Needle work on Fraak Adda 

Frame, Arri Work (Instrument) exercises on Fraak Adda 

Frame, Beads work on Fraak Adda Frame, chain Work on 

Fraak Adda Frame.

All the students are very happy about this centre, 

because they felt encouraging. Our basic objective is that 

Local Hired Trainer has the professional expertise in hand 

embroidery skill and has its own running set up. He is also enriching in making embroidery on 

Lehnga (wedding Dress), shoes embroidery and wedding dresses.

Following trainings were also conducted in the project period;

- Auto cade training

- Auto mechanic  training

- Dress making training

- Fiber optical training

- Grander operator Training

- PLC Telecommunication training
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- Welding training

- Linkages building of CIGs training

- Assets transfer to the Ultra & Vulnerable beneficiaries.

- Development of LIP

- Livelihood trainings

- Wages compensation to ultra poor

Livestock Development Training:

Livestock session was delivered and shared about the loss of livestock in flood and current 

situation of animals in areas of UC Dogar Kalasra & Thatha Gormani. Trainer told, what is 

Livestock? And about the importance of livestock for economic development of a country. He 

also told that livestock is how much profitable business? More ever he shared that about 

different breeding of animals and their living place or house management. He also told about 

the common diseases and seasonal diseases like, moun khur, gal ghotu, choray maar etc. and 

their prevention methods and precautionary measures in flood as well. He said, the vaccine is 

fully harmless and its correct administration causes no health disorder of the treated animals.  

A slight local reaction can be seen at the injection site, but it disappears soon.  Swelling of the 

subcutaneous ligament remains palpable for several months.  For Caution, Intramuscular 

administration of the vaccine causes painful swellings, which may affect the health condition of 

the treated animals and spoil the immunity development.  The immunity arises within 14 to 21 

days after the vaccination and lasts one-year at adult buffalo and cattle.  In animals younger 

than one year, that received the first vaccination, the immunity is shorter and revaccination 

should be performed after 3 to 6 months. All the participants were involved in full coordination 

on these interesting topics. Participants were highly motivated to learn about the different 

diseases among animals and protection methods for these diseases.

Different questions were asked at the end of session;

 Sick animals, signs of diseases and symptoms.

 How community can increase the production of their animals.

 Sensitized about the gaining the good production from animals.
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 Raised the awareness of housing/house keeping of animals and new born diseases and 

preventions etc.

Computer Fundamental training:

These training were the major component of “Livelihood Enhancement & Protection” Project 

being implementing in Multan. Total duration of training was three months in which 30 

beneficiaries (13 male & 17 female) trained. The Purpose of the project was to contribute 

towards eradicating extreme poverty and hunger by enhancing the capacity of the communities 

to improve their livelihood. This training introduced the students to the understanding of 

computer fundamental and improves their skills in Spoken English.

Training objective:

The training was arranged with the following specific objective:

 Develop an understanding of the basic Computer applications, Software and internet

 To get hands on experience of Ms Office, In page and internet Searching, Email.

 To build the confidence and improve their spoken in English Language.

Outputs:

For most of the participants it was first time that they were attending such kind of training. 

Throughout the 3 month they keenly engaged in Technical Computer Study, group works and 

presentations. 

The participants were able to understand the use of computer in different fields and having a 
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strongly command on communication in English.

Now they were capable to doing the work in any field and able to support their home.

Student Feedback: 

We now know the value of education as we were unable to even understand Urdu. We don’t 

want our children to face similar problems. That’s why we were passionate to learn computer 

and spoken English.

Best Practices:

 Filing the Picture of beneficiary along with LIPs, best experience was that picture was

taken with the tag. 

 Tag contains the name of that person who is Head of Household, PSC#, LIP#, hamlet and 

UC name.

 Involving NSO (LSO) and VO in order to strengthen and enhance the capacity of partner 

organization; and to maintain transparency and accountability in LEP interventions.

 Capacity building of NSO (LSO) regarding LEP project through participatory approach.

 7 beneficiaries trained in welding skill by Deacon Construction Company

 Approval of hiring Internees for PSC Collection and MIS entering

 Approval of internees for developing LIPs in Kot Addu 

 Supporting Role of HID Unit with LEP team when needed.  

Challenges:

 Seasonal Variation

 Communities were engaged in labor works.

 Unavailability of male.

 Unexpected visits from PPAF.

 Lake of funds for purchasing of Assets.
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 Due to strict administrative environment the regularity of trainees were affecting in 

Mughees Textiles

 Non availability of budget was major challenge in procurement of assets

 Seasonal variation in trainings and filling of LIPs.

Case Studies

Tabeer Nagar

Exposure and awareness are the fundamental factors for human intellectual, financial and 

physical bliss. Those who remain abyss from these 

basic ingredients to growth are called ultra poor and 

vulnerable groups in our society. Hamlet Tibbi Wala, 

union council Binda Sandeela, Bosan town Multan is 

amongst the aforementioned segment of society 

where community suffers from the conundrum of 

reach; terming it as the matter of fate. They live their 

life the way life drives them. Any good is from fate and 

any bad is also from fate despite of the fact that hard 

work and incessant efforts cannot be overlooked.  The 

major source of earning remains harvesting, livestock feeding, dairy forms, stitching and 

working as labor in the urban market but it encompasses only 35 per cent of the community 

whilst the other 65 per cent lives below the poverty lines. Moreover those 35 per cent doesn’t 

own their businesses but serves at others on either contract or on daily wages. 

Farmers Development Organization (FDO) in collaboration with Pakistan Poverty Alleviation 

Fund (PPAF) launched its operations under Livelihood Enhancement & Protection (LEP) schemes 

to cater the existing miseries of the community by enabling them to pursue a growing, 

successful and evocative means of living. FDO identified the vulnerable segment of the 
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community by both the Poverty Score Card (PSC) and consultation with Local Support 

Organization (LSO). After initial baseline surveys and fact findings several assets were 

transferred to the deserving members of the community but a bulk of community members 

insisted to have them trained for market driven skills for a sustainable and lasting business 

avenues. FDO conducted a Training Need Assessment (TNA) for those willing to adopt a skill. 

The results were quite conducive when a majority of community members espoused their voice 

for learning embroidery and stitching. FDO reckoned 

community concerns and made up a model that ought to 

have addressed the need of the community along with its 

surety for a sustainable and prosperous trade. Market 

linkages besides an expert trainer were incumbent for 

the successful business incubation. FDO recollected its 

memory from another PPAF funded program in year 2010-

Rehabilitation of Persons with Disabilities (RPWD’s) where 

embroidery and stitching trainings of its beneficiaries were 

enhanced. 

Muhammad Arshad is one of the RPWD’s projects, who was 

rehabilitated with the provision of a wheel chair and toilet 

seat also an ‘ADDA Work’ skill centre was established for him. Since then Muhammad Arshad 

started earning a good sum of money. He was running a successful business where market 

linkages had already been built. FDO approached Muhammad Arshad and shared the proposed 

plan. He affirmed his availability and assured FDO to bring business for any such incubation 

under FDO umbrella. 

Finally, FDO built an ‘ADDA Work’ skill centre where Muhammad Arshad was appointed as a 

trainer. FDO also appointed a teacher for the communication and personality development of 

the women enrolled in the center. It’s been a couple of months that the center has been 

started where around 30 females are being trained and learning communication and 

personality development skills. Muhammad Arshad is much satisfied with these trainees that 
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he has brought his work assignment from the market and engaged these women sewing vendor 

products. As per Muhammad Arshad, the trainees are quick, intelligent and regular to their 

attendance. He further added that, gradually his students will learn expertise so the vendor will 

directly approach them. Muhammad Arshad has invited some vendor from the local market 

who also acknowledges the work done by the trainees to its compliance. Since it has been only 

two months the center has started its operations and in another two months the trainees will 

become more profound and confident so that they can get and grab the order directly from the 

market, Muhammad Arshad reiterated. The trainees are self-assured when they find 

themselves indulge in a productive activity under the supervision of a master trainer who 

besides mentoring them; is also building their linkages with the local market. Also the 

communication and basic literacy class adds confidence to further market their products in a 

wise and sensible way. Trainees’ parents and spouse are also happy to see their family 

members learning something that not only bring skills but also pave ways for a sustainable and 

lasting means of earnings. All these interventions by FDO in corporation with PPAF go smooth 

so far and a prosperous life seems awaiting for this vulnerable segment of society. Who despite 

of having urged, confidence, vigor and determination was never exposed to the avenues of 

positive change. 
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Exposure Creates Opportunities

A tuck shop, a cow and its calf and another 

cow, above all, the motivation level that has 

reached to the heights, I have never thought 

ever before in my life. An average income of 

twenty thousands from a gross income of just 

a few hundred few years ago – thinking of the 

past and present with a hope for a brighter 

future brings smile on my face so is my family 

pay outright homage to those who approached us and guided us to explore opportunities and 

create one. These are the words that Zarina Bibi enunciates to every individual who visits her 

place or come across her in her community.   

Zarina Bibi is the permanent resident of Hamlet 

Nawi, union council Binda Sandela. She was 

identified as ultra poor after Poverty Score Cards 

ranking. Her status was confirmed by wealth 

ranking before FDO could further proceed with 

its interventions in her village. Her husband 

works in a local beverage factory on daily wages 

with a probability of having work given or not. He earns a gross salary of PKR 7,000 per month 

that used to be the only source of income for Zarina Bibi to comply with her household and all 

other expenses. This made her life miserable and they lived hand to mouth with several starves 

greetings every month before they would think of any possible saving for unforeseen 

circumstances. Upon further inquiry, FDO team found that she got 5 kids where two of them 

are of schools going age. Before FDO intervention, one of them used to attend school and now 

both these girls go to local school and take interest in studies. 

Farmers Development Organization in alliance with Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund (PPAF) 

started Livelihood Enhancement & Diversification Core (LEP Core) project in three union 
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councils of South Punjab. One in Bosan Town Multan – Union Council Binda Sandela and two in 

Tehsil Kot Addu, District Muzaffar Garh – Union Councils Thatha Gurmani and Dogar Klasra. 

Zarina Bibi belongs to Union Council Binda Sandela. She was identified and was given with 

Enterprise Development Training followed by asset transfer. She chose livestock as an asset for 

her further business incubation. FDO provided her a female calf that she took great care of. She 

later sold it out and bought a cow and a female calf. She started selling cow milk and in less 

than six months, she started a Tuc shop with her savings that she was able to make sure with 

cow milk sale. Now, she became a helping hand to her husband to carry out the household 

expenses. She became more confident and ambitious to further expand her dairy business. 

With some more saving, she bought another cow and now she got two cows that she would 

sale milk off. Her monthly income reached PKR 15,000 per month. She is happy with her lot and 

motivated to expand her business in coming years. 

A little drop in the ocean proved a life changing fold for a woman who was disguised in the 

darkness of dismay taking it to the misfortune. FDO endeavors to bring the hidden potential of 

such passionate and determined folks has remained the guiding principles FDO reckon over the 

yesteryears. 
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List of Villages

LEP Core (Multan & Muzaffargarh) (2011-13)
Union Council: Dogar kalasra Union Council: Thatha Gormani
Sr.# Settlement/Hamlet Revenue 

Village
Sr. # Settlement/Hamlet Revenue Village

1 Gharib abad

Dogar Kalasra

1 Basti Mirani Gormani Sharqi

2 Chah Peer Wala 2 Gohar Wala Jhandeer Dharija 
Gharbi

3 Mirasi Wala 3 Chirkal Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

4 Sulk Wala 4 Daieray Wala Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

5 Saharan Wala 5 Chah Langar Wala Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

6 Ranjhay Wala
Thathi Hassan 
Ali

6 Basti Chaoni Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

7 Kalar Wala 7 Mochi Wala Thatha Gormani 
Gharbi

8 Tatar Wala

Thathi Hamza

8 Habib Wala Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

9 Waloo Wala 9 Sahoo Wala Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

10 Domay Wala 10 Ahmad Wala Thatha Gormani 
Gharbi

11 Shohrat wala Pir Zada 11 Shah Wala Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

12 Chah Berian Wala

Daya Chokha

12 Chah Phaye Wala Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

13 Koray Wala 13 Malkian Wala Thatha Gormani 
Gharbi

14 Pukay Wala 14 Basti Sial Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

15 Bagh Wala 15 Chah Rabri Wala Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

16 Bakhri Wala 16 Chah Barian Wala Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

17 Chah Dad Wala 17 Mahar Wala Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

18 Basti Ary 18 Mongay Wala Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

19 Dhomo Wala 19 Moti Wala Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi
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20 Umer Wala 20 Jhanday Wala Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

21 Khopay Wala 21 Sunary Wala Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

22 Sadoo Wala 22 Basti Kotla Thatha Gormani 
Sharqi

23 Mashoori Wala 23 Chah Mandu Wala
24 Sunaray Wala Total
25 Gamoo Wala

Union Council Binda Sandila

Sr.# Hamlet/ village R. village

1 5 Marla Scheme Binda malana

2 Nanu wala Akbar pur

3 Akbar wala Akbar pur

4 Amb wala Akbar pur

5 TIbbi wala Binda Sandila

6 Tootan wala Binda Sandila

7 Muhammad pur Binda Sandila

8 Basti Navi Akbar pur

9 Basti Cheena Akbar pur
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